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Diverging Memories: Memories of War and the Narration of Ambition in 

Kang No chŏn 姜虜傳 (Biography of Caitiff Kang) 

 

1. Kang No chŏn – Introduction  

- Written in 1630 by Kwŏn Ch’ik 權侙 (1599-1667), a sŏŏl, i.e. the son of a yangban’s secondary wife or 

concubine  

- Prose work composed in Literary Chinese; roughly 9.000 characters  

- Based on the contemporary discourse of the reverence towards the Ming and the rejection of the Jurchen 

(sungmyŏng paeho ron 崇明排胡論); first novel to feature a villain or caitiff as its protagonist 

- Plot: Kang No chŏn is the story of Kang Hongnip 姜弘立 (1560-1627), who is born to a renowned family 

and who is portrayed as talented in both the civil and military realms. Upon the request of Ming China, 

13.000 Chosŏn soldiers march into the Battle of Sarhū in 1618, but on the pretext of secret orders 

purportedly issued by Kwanghae’gun 光海君 (Prince Kwanghae, r. 1608-1623), the Chosŏn army does 

not actively participate in the fighting. When defeat seems certain, Supreme Commander Kang Hongnip 

leads his troops and surrenders to the Later Jin. The Later Jin commanders are relieved, because they had 

feared that if the Chosŏn army had fully engaged in battle, defeat would have been imminent. Later, Kang 

Hongnip is granted a high office at the Manchu court, takes a Ming woman as his wife and spends a pleasant 

life. When the Manchu invade Korea in 1627, Kang Hongnip secretly holds hopes to become the next king 

of Chosŏn and thus he returns to his native land. However, he eventually does not succeed. His wife enters 

Chosŏn territory to meet him, but by prohibition of the court the two are not able to see one another. Kang 

Hongnip is treated with scorn and contempt in Korea and eventually meets a lonely end. In the final part of 

the novel, the author claims that the work was based on an oral account by some old monk who purportedly 

served under Kang Hongnip.  

 

2. The author Kwŏn Ch’ik 

- Kwŏn Ch’ik, a sŏŏl who is known to have been a talented literatus (he passed both the lower and the upper 

civil service examinations (munkwa in 1641)) 

- 1619: Kwŏn Ch’ik participates in the war as imun hakkwan 吏文學官; he is taken prisoner and returns to 

Korea after having made his escape 

- 1627: Receives recognition and reward for the participation in the suppression of the Yi In’gŏ Rebellion 

- The spring of 1630: passes state examinations, then appointed to the office of Tomb Guardian (ch’ambong 

參奉); is dismissed from his office 

- The fall of 1630: writes Kang No chŏn 

 

3. Historical background of Kang No chŏn 

- Hideyoshi Invasions (imjin waeran 壬辰倭亂): Weakening of Ming China and rise of Later Jin 

- Neutral diplomacy by Kwanghae’gun  

- Battle of Sarhū in 1619: deployment of Chosŏn army upon the request of Ming China (100.000 Ming troop 

plus 13.000 Chosŏn soldiers vs. 30.000 Later Jin troops) 

- Injo Restoration (injo panjŏng 仁祖反正) in 1623 

- 1627: First Manchu Invasion (chŏngmyo horan 丁卯胡亂); Kang Hongnip returns to Chosŏn 

- 1636: Second Manchu Invasion (pyŏngja horan 丙子胡亂) 
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4. Kang No chŏn – Some Issues and Questions 

- Exceptional distain contained in the work’s title: no 虜 (Chinese: lu) – “prisoner of war”, “barbarian”, 

“caitiff” > compare possible title Kang Hongnip chŏn 姜弘立傳 (Biography of Kang Hongnip) 

- Why was the story of Kang Hongnip recorded in 1630? 

- Why are the secret orders of Kwanghae’gun continuously mentioned? 

- Why is the story of the amorous relationship between Kang Hongnip and the woman from the Ming dynasty 

recorded in such detail? > compare chuanqi 傳奇 (Korean: chŏn’gi; “transmissions of the strange”) 

- Why the appearance of the old monk as third person narrator instead of a first person narrator who 

participated in the war himself? 

 

5. The cold reception of and the criticism towards “those who returned” 

- The example of Kang Hang 姜沆 (1567-1618) during the Hideyoshi Invasions: Kŏnch’arok 巾車錄 (The 

Records of a Criminal) vs. Kanyangnok 看羊錄 (The Records of a Shepherd) 

- The dispute surrounding the hwanhyang nyŏ 還鄕女 (“the women who returned home”) who had been 

held captive during the Second Manchu Invasion 

- The request of Yu Mongin 柳夢寅 (1559-1623): Overcome the shame of “disloyalty” by means of literary 

talent > 今觀爾西征錄 甚矣 爾之詩 酷似爾季父 而獨惜失身戎馬之間也 然而王維 鄭虔 儲光羲 

蘓源明 皆僞署之餘 而其詩卓絶千秋 爲唐詩高選 况爾弱冠乳臭 遭此不幸者乎 其比蔡琰胡笳詩 

豈並日而論哉 勉之哉 前途萬里 將與數子者 傳詠千秋 豈但一石洲而止哉 爾贈我金將軍忠烈錄 

不覺涕下 

- 1630: the petition to dismiss Kwŏn Ch’ik from his office as Tomb Guardian – who are the people who get 

mentioned in this framework? > 諫院啓曰 “社稷令柳重炯, 爲人鄙瑣 工曹正郞趙後說 名稱未著 

司禦趙文英 侍直韓喜仁 俱以闒茸 人皆嗤點 禮賓主簿鄭好禮 爲人鄙劣 年紀衰耗 

獻陵參奉申瑞民 行己麤鄙 侵虐陵卒 西部參奉權侙 本以庶孽 性且愚妄 請竝汰去” 上從之 

 

6. Memories of war and their refraction 

- Desire for self-justification reflected in exaggerated distain 

- Justification for “the past”: Who has to take responsibility for the defeat in war and for the eventual 

surrender? 

- Justification for “the present”: In how far am I different from Kang Hongnip? 

- Hidden sympathy for “him who returned”: War as “tyranny of fate” 

- Collision between official history and the memories of an individual who experienced the war 

 
Battle scene from Ch’ungnyŏllok 忠烈錄 (Records of Loyal Ardor) by Kim Ŭngha 金應河 (1580-1619) 


